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nikole miguel polar lights (also known as polar lights) is an american reality television series that premiered on discovery channel on july 27, 2008. its first
season was hosted by nikole james and miguel. it is filmed in san francisco, california. the show is a spin-off of island of the lost. it features photographs by
nicole hill gullat and miguel with the help of a professional photographer who works with artists. the producers of the show have also employed photographers
that specialize in photographing rare and endangered species. the format of the show is a single photographer showing off the work of the season. the show also
has special events where the producers bring in guests such as surfers, boat captains, and even celebrities. most episodes have three parts. the first part is the
opening sequence, which is followed by a montage of the photographer's portfolio. the third part is the conclusion, where the host and the photographer discuss
the various images. the host of the show has stated that the reason for the show is to show how a photographer can become rich and successful. the opening
sequence of the show is a jungle scene where the photographer takes his subjects out to the wild. the show also shows how the photographer finds the subject
and how to get the best photos possible. many of the photographers work is used to promote environmentally friendly products. the cameras used for the show
are the hasselblad v-systems and the nikon d2x. the camera is chosen because of its large sensor and the ability to get sharp shots even in low light situations.
in the first episode, the host mentions that only two people have ever seen the photos taken with the hasselblad cameras. the episodes were shot in full high-
definition digital video, but the final product was aired in standard definition. the full high definition version of the show was released on dvd in the united states
on july 28, 2009. the dvd was created from the full high-definition master tapes and it has a longer running time than the standard version. the episodes were
also made available on itunes, the discovery channel website, and the itunes store. the show is filmed in the san francisco, california. the show is hosted by
nikole james and miguel. in the beginning of the show, miguel says, "miguel and nikole are here to show you what it takes to make it in the real world as a
photographer." the show also features a host of special guests. for example, it has featured surfers, boat captains, and celebrities such as 50 cent, snoop dogg,
and r&b singer brandy. the show also has a feature where the host and the photographer have a conversation about the subject and the reasons for the image.
the episodes of the show have been filmed in different parts of california. for example, the series has filmed in malibu, big sur, and the san francisco bay area.
the episodes have been filmed in the landscape of california. the show has also been filmed in areas such as wilderness, beaches, and the american river
canyon. the show has featured underwater photography where the photographer was underwater while shooting the subjects. the show also featured locations
where people could visit to have their photos taken. some of the locations include the california academy of sciences and the river arts gallery in san francisco.
the show also featured musical events. the show was also filmed at the san francisco giants home, at&t park. the show also featured the san francisco 49ers. in
the first episode of the show, the host states that the reason for the show is to show how a photographer can become rich and successful. the show was filmed
in the san francisco bay area. the show features underwater photography where the photographer was underwater while shooting the subjects.
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